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described herein.

One of the most significant “leaks”
in the health care system is the
overpayment of health insurance
claims due to lack of control over
administration processes. This
article addresses this issue from the
internal audit perspective of
hospitals or other healthcare
industry employers with self-
funded and/or self-administered
healthcare benefit plans. Insurance
carriers, HMO’s, and third party
administrators also will recognize
direct applicability of the methods

Control risk is inherent in enrollment and claims administration. The
financial, and fiduciary implications of inadequate attention to it,
however, are not widely understood -- either by health insurance plan
sponsors (like hospitals and other employers), or by the healthcare
and/or administrative organizations that serve them. What also is not
widely understood is the extent to which enrollment and claims
administrationprocesses impact claims expense and service quality.
Small amounts of variation in these processes, when leveraged
against the high cost of claims, can create significant waste and
severely undermine the quality of service. Conversely, specialized
control focus on these processes can result in a return of three to ten
times the audit cost expended (or more). It is not unusual in fact, for
potential savings from improved control to exceed the entirety of
administrative fees.

A “Recipe” for Waste
Efforts to control cost have led to health insurance plans which are
much more complicated to administer. Likewise, such efforts have
put significant pressure on administrator fees and margins. Staff
turnover of claims processors is often high, and training often
inadequate. Accountability of Health Insurance Claims Admini-
strators is lacking. Incentives often are misdirected. Employers
have inadequate information as to how their money is being spent,
whether or not there may be problems, and whether or not timely
action is being taken to resolve them.

“Tales from the Crypt”
It is in no way flippant to characterize as horror stories the material
and unnecessav waste that can occur as a result of improperly
controlled administrative processes. Consider, for example . . .

l $35,000 per month being paid in error to prescription drug
claimants because the administrator failed to program a plan
change increasing employee coinsurance from 20% to 50% on
prescription drugs.

A 4% decline in Coordination of Benefits savings during
periods of peak claim volume (on an annualized base of $20
million in claims) due to COB investigation policies and
procedures not being followed by temporary personnel hired by
the administrator to reduce backlog (and, ironically, to meet
claim turnaround goals in order to qualify for incentive
compensation).

Financial Precision of 94% (claim payments made compared to
correct claim payments that should have been made) on an
annualized base of $6.5 million.

An $8.0 million claims universe with 12% of claims and 16%
of claims dollars being processed without documentation
adequate to substantiate payment or denial.

53% of bills in an $8.0 million claims universe processed with
one or more errors, resulting in untold rework and employee
dissatisfaction.

Literally millions of wasted claim dollars are represented in this
handfil  of examples. Without specialized, accurate, and timely
statistical data this waste never would have been recognized, nor
would the “leaks” have been plugged and prevented from recurring.

A Deming-Based Approach
When our company began in 1990, our audit methods and focus were
largely influenced by what we had seen as third party administrators
of health insurance plans and by public accounting paradigms.

With a knowledge base rooted in years of enrollment and claims
administration experience, it was apparent to us that neither the audit
methods nor the types of management information prevailing
provided the specialized statistical insights needed. There existed no
real basis for comparative analysis and continuous quality
imorovement of enrollment and claims administration nrocesses.

Demmg (et al), we found, had the answers -- not just for us as a
specialized audit outsource, but for any internal audit staff seeking to
reduce control risk in the administration of healthcare claims. In
gaining an understanding of the Deming principles of variation, of
stable systems, of special and common causes, we at the same time
“discovered” the dramatic leverage on health insurance claims
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expense and service achievable through statistical control of admini-
strative processes.

Seeking Constant Improvement
Lack of combined focus on outcomes and processes notwithstanding,
claims audits often are based upon inadequate sampling and often are
conducted on only an annual or semi-annual basis. Enrollment and
claims administration processes, however, are constantly ongoing
(and constantly in a state of variation), and so this approach provides
only a “snap shot” of performance when a “motion picture” is needed
if control is to be imposed. Coupling an initial base-line audit of one
year’s experience with ongoing systematic sequential samples is an
effective approach to meeting this need.

Average performance is established and compared to Performance
Benchmarks that are maintained for each Indicator. Over time,
sequential audits are performed (typically quarterly) and “normal”
variation is determined using proprietary sampling techniques, run
charts, and other analytical tools to signal potential problems. Once
identified, problems are prioritized based on cost and service impact.
The causes of the problems are analyzed and action plans to address
them are then advanced. Additional audits focused on problem areas
posing significant control risk also may be undertaken based on
demonstrated need. These steps are continued in cyclical fashion
over time. By monitoring results continuously, problems attributable
to special causes (e.g.-an administrator’s failure to program an
increase in co-insurance into its computer system) can be remedied
quickly and prevented from recurring.

CONTINUOUS QUALITY IMPROVEMENT CYCLE

Collect
Performance

Data

blame) is another. In “W. Edwards Deming -- The Man and His
Mission” author Mary Walton lays out useful information and advice
that is essential for administrators to know:

0 Variation is part of any process.

l Planning requires prediction of how things and people will
perform Tests and experiments of past petiormance  can be
useful, but not defznitivc

0 Workers work within a system that@ as they might-is beyond
their control. It is the system, not their individual skills, that
determines how they perj3rm

0 Only management can change the system

Overcoming Barriers to Success
It is important to recognize that although plan sponsors increasingly
are having claim audits performed, their TPA’s,  insurance carriers,
and HMO’s are not used to the higher levels of scrutiny and
accountability mandated by the materiality of control risk and the
dollar volumes now involved.

Any internal or outsourced claims audit program must be built on
collaboration and trust. (Point #8 of Deming’s 14 Points for
Managers - Drive Out Fear.) Getting clear and consistent
operational definitions of key performance indicators is a critical first
step. Demonstrating a focus on process imorovement  (vs. laying

CT1 would submit that it is the plan sponsor who must encourage
such change through implementing audit and statistical process
controls and a continuous quality improvement focus. Given the
materiality of control risk involved and savings that can be realized,
the mandate to do so is very clear.
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